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High demand for accessory products from own manufacturing 

leads TAMPOPRINT® to enlarge its raw cliché production and pad 

printing factory. 

With the development of the silicone pads by Wilfried Philipp - founder and CEO of 

TAMPOPRINT AG, a new era for pad printing started. The fact is: that almost 50 

years later printing pads from TAMPOPRINT are still the leader in quality and variety.  

In order to meet the sustainable growth in demand, the company has opted to invest 

in a new high-tech production centre.  

In a production area doubled in size adapted to industrial production conditions, raw 

cliché and pad printing manufacturing were combined at one location. At the same 

time, investments were made in modern equipment. Logistics processes were further 

developed additionally with the online catalogue and shop. With the optimization of 

manufacturing processes for cliché materials and printing pads TAMPOPRINT has 

succeeded not only to increase production quality, but also to reduce the cycle times. 

"With the strengthening of our accessories and consumables division we are 

responding to the constantly growing demand," says Uwe Henning, Commercial 

Director of TAMPOPRINT AG. "We have responded to current and future customers 

and market needs. Our customers know that their processes are safe with our 

products, work well and thus quickly pay for themselves. " 

Employees in the high-tech manufacturing center, together with the experts in the 

colour lab are forming a new team of experts, which also stands ready to solve 

demanding customer orders. Oliver Nitschke, Chief Operating Officer of 

TAMPOPRINT, adds: "Through the modernization and change, we expect further 

acceleration of internal research projects and shorter innovation cycles." 
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 Padproduction for standard 

forms and special 

productions 

Finishing touches by hand 

on a CRS pad ring for 

rotation  pad  printing 

machines 

Raw cliché production for 

all common pad printing  

formats 

 


